
Set on a forested crescent in the neighbourhood of Nordic, this 
5-bedroom, 5-bathroom home is the quintessential Whistler 
residence. 

The exceptional location allows you to make the most of the 
mountain resort’s outdoor lifestyle with ski-in access steps from 
the property and just a short drive to award-winning dining, 
shopping, multiple golf courses and the world-class amenities 
of both Whistler Creek and Whistler Village. 

The residence features a tastefully renovated interior with 
attractive post and beam elements throughout, centred around 
an open living area with views of Sproatt and Rainbow Mountains. 

Vaulted ceilings and a floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace provide a 
cozy setting to warm yourself by the wood fire in winter while 
the attached covered patio provides a delightful outdoor area 
for evening drinks in warmer months. 

The large kitchen opens into a dining area with a 10-person 
custom table; the perfect setting for casual dining or elegant 
multi-course meals. The residence has been well designed to 
accommodate groups of guests or large families with a flexible 
floor plan and ample room offering both privacy, and space to 
gather. 

PROPERTY OVERVIEW

Bedrooms: 6    
Bathrooms: 6
Built: 1999
Residence size: 3,350 sq ft
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The large kitchen opens into a dining area with a 10-person custom table; the perfect setting for casual 
dining or elegant multi-course meals. The residence has been well designed to accommodate groups of 
guests or large families with a flexible floor plan and ample room offering both privacy, and space to gather. 

Thoughtful features such as an ensuite in every bedroom, a second dishwasher, large entry foyer and a 
separate recreational room ensure each and every person will be able to rest in comfort while dual master 
bedrooms on separate levels provide an additional touch of luxury for your most honoured guests. 

An outdoor sauna house and air conditioning throughout the residence will ensure an exceptional, high end 
living experience throughout the seasons. 
















